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ABSTRACT: Simplified model binding sites allow one to isolate entangled terms
in molecular energy functions. Here, we investigate the effects on ligand
recognition of the introduction of a histidine into a hydrophobic cavity in
lysozyme. We docked 656040 molecules and tested 26 highly and nine poorly
ranked. Twenty-one highly ranked molecules bound and five were false positives,
while three poorly ranked molecules were false negatives. In the 16 X-ray
complexes now known, the docking predictions overlaid well with the
crystallographic results. Although ligand enrichment was high, the false negatives, the false positives, and the inability to rank
order illuminated weaknesses in our scoring, particularly overweighed apolar and underweighted polar terms. Adjusting these led
to new problems, reflecting the entangled nature of docking scoring functions. Changes in ligand affinity relative to other
lysozyme cavities speak to the subtleties of molecular recognition even in these simple sites and to their relevance for testing
different models of recognition.

■ INTRODUCTION

Molecular docking screens are widely used for ligand
discovery.1−9 Whereas hit rates are often high enough for this
method to be pragmatic, the technique retains many false
positives and false negatives.10 Many of these may be attributed
to approximations and errors in docking scoring functions.11

To screen millions of molecules rapidly, approximations in the
individual terms that make up scoring functions, and their
functional form, have been necessary. These approximations
include the use of static atomic partial charges,12 an arbitrarily
steep repulsive term, poor treatment of ligand internal energy,13

and crude minimization of docked orientations. Meanwhile,
protein-binding sites are complicated: they display multiple,
disparate functional groups in geometrically complicated
arrangements, they involve ordered and often displaceable
water molecules, and often have extensive interfaces with bulk
solvent. Although much effort has been devoted to improving
these terms in docking, these are typically only tested
retrospectively.14,15

A common approach to entangled problems in biology and
biophysics has been to simplify the challenge using model
systems. In biology, this has included the use of organisms such
as Cavia porcellus to study metabolism,16 Danio rerio to study
vertebrate development,17 Tetrahymena to study nucleic acid
biology,18 Caenorhabditis elegans to study cell differentiation,19

and Drosophila melanogaster to study genetics.20 While in
biophysics, simple model proteins like T4 lysozyme,21 staph-
ylococcal nuclease,22 and barnase23 have been used to study
interactions important for protein stability, chymotrypsin
inhibitors, barstar, and model peptide trp-cages have been
used to study protein folding,24 and barnase,25 lysozyme,26 and
β-lactamase27 have been used to study trade-offs between

stability and activity. In molecular docking, we and others have
turned to small, engineered cavity sites28 (Figure 1), which are
typically buried from solvent and dominated by single terms
such as hydrophobicity, steric complementarity, hydrogen
bonding, or ion pair interactions. Because they are small, on
the order of 150 to 200 Å3, they bind small organic molecules;
unlike normal binding sites, thousands of likely ligands are
commercially available, making prospective testing against these
sites straightforward. In this they resemble host−guest systems
long studied in chemistry.29 Unlike many host−guest systems,
however, these proteins are soluble in water, can be readily
functionalized by mutagenesis, and can be readily overex-
pressed.
We have previously used two cavities introduced into the

hydrophobic core of T4 lysozyme to isolate terms in docking: a
hydrophobic site introduced by substituting Leu99→Ala (L99A
mutant)28 and the same site with a single carbonyl group added
to the cavity wall added by further substituting Met102→Gln
(L99A/M102Q).30 Consistent with its hydrophobic nature, the
over 70 ligands that have been characterized for the L99A site
are largely apolar. Thus, whereas toluene binds to this cavity
with an affinity of 102 μM,31 phenol does not measurably bind.
Conversely, both phenol and toluene bind to the L99A/
M102Q site, with affinities of 91 and 156 μM,30 respectively,
and the 30 ligands verified for this site are largely apolar but can
tolerate a singly hydrogen-bond donating group (Figure 1). In
prospective screening and testing studies, we used these targets
to identify weaknesses in docking scoring functions and
subsequently optimize one of them.32
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Here we introduce a histidine into this cavity, polarizing it
still further, by making the substitution Met102→His in the
L99A background of T4 lysozyme, L99A/M102H†. The
introduction of the highly polar His into this apolar cavity
destabilizes it to the point that expression required multiple
stabilizing substitutions at sites distal from the cavity binding
sitethese distal substitutions are indicated by the dagger, †
(Methods). Notwithstanding these substitutions, L99A/
M102H† retains the features of the earlier cavities: the site is
sequestered from solvent, dominated by a few simple terms,33

and thousands of likely ligands are commercially available and
can be readily tested. We use this new cavity to investigate the
following questions: How does the introduction of the highly
polar His102 change the binding of what were ligands for the
apolar and slightly polar cavities? Is the affinity of molecules like
benzene and toluene reduced or those of molecules like phenol
increased? Are new, perhaps more polar molecules accom-
modated by this site? Most importantly for us, can docking
track these changes, which molecules that are mispredicted as
false positives and false negatives, and can we isolate the terms
that are most responsible for these failures? We investigate
these questions using prospective molecular docking screens
and testing predicted ligands using a combination of direct-
binding assays and X-ray crystallography.

■ RESULTS
Initial attempts to express and purify L99A/M102H were
unsuccessful, likely owing to the stability insult34 resulting from
introducing a highly polar histidine residue into an otherwise
apolar, buried cavity in the hydrophobic core of T4 lysozyme.

Figure 1. Model cavities to test molecular docking and protein−ligand
interactions. These cavities range from the L99A cavity in T4 lysozyme
(represented by PDB 181L28), which binds exclusively apolar,
hydrophobic ligands, to the W191G cavity in cytochrome C
peroxidase (CCP) (represented by PDB 1AES73). Intermediate to
these are the more polar T4 lysozyme cavities L99A/M102Q (PDB
1LI2), which adds a polar glutamine residue to the cavity and L99A/
M102E† (PDB 3GUN55), which adds a neutral glutamic acid, and
L99A/M102H† (PDB 4EKQ37), the focus of this study, which adds a
histidine residue to the cavity. These intermediate cavities bind both
nonpolar and polar, hydrogen-bond donating ligands.

Figure 2. Crystallographic poses of the L99A/M102H† ligands newly reported here. In all cases, oxygens are represented in red, nitrogens blue, and
sulfurs yellow. A cutaway of the crystallographically determined protein structure (and surface) is shown with cyan carbons, and the
crystallographically determined ligand carbons are light yellow. The side of the surface occupied entirely by the protein is in black. His102 and the
ligands are shown in a stick representation. Hydrogen bonds between the ligand and His102 are shown with red dashes. The Fo − Fc electron density
map of the protein after refinement but before placement of the ligand is shown in black mesh at σ = 3.0. The figure was rendered with PyMol.70 (A)
L99A/M102H† internal cavity showing the protein residues that make up the internal surface of the cavity in a thin stick reperesntation (other than
His102). In all cases, the ligand binding cavity is completely physically isolated from bulk solvent. (B) L99A/M102H† with benzene bound, (C)
L99A/M102H† with toluene bound, (D) L99A/M102H† with phenol bound (hydrogen bond distance = 2.86 Å), (E) L99A/M102H† with 2-allyl
phenol bound (hydrogen bond distance = 3.00 Å), (F) L99A/M102H† with 1-phenyl-2-propyn-1-ol bound (hydrogen bond distance = 2.77 Å), (G)
L99A/M102H† with 2-amino-5-chloro thiazole bound (hydrogen bond distance = 2.89 Å), (H) L99A/M102H† with 4-bromoimidazole bound
(hydrogen bond distance = 2.93 Å), (I) L99A/M102H† with 4-trifluoromethyl imidazole bound (hydrogen bond distance =2.85 Å), (J) L99A/
M102H† with 2-(pyrazolo-1-yl) ethanol bound (hydrogen bond distance = 2.77 Å), (K) L99A/M102H† with 3-trifluoromethyl-5-methyl pyrazole
bound (hydrogen bond distance = 2.90 Å), (L) L99A/M102H† with 2-bromo-5-hydroxybenzaldehyde bound (hydrogen bond distance = 2.50 Å).
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To express folded protein, it was necessary to add an N-
terminal hexahistidine tag and introduce six substitutions
previously shown to stabilize the protein: T21C, S38D,
E108V, S117V, T142C, and N144D.21,26,35 This mutant
protein, L99A/M102H†, was purified from Escherichia coli in
yields of 5 mg/L. The protein was a typical member of the
L99A family of cavities, with a buried site of ∼150 Å3. It is likely
that this cavity exists in solution with ordered water molecules36

interacting with the buried His102, but we have only been able
to crystallize it as a holocomplex, minimally with 2-
mercaptoethanol (BME), a component of the crystallization
buffer, and in these holostructures these waters are not
observed. The BME complexed structure, which we had
determined previously, along with complexes with benzisox-
azole, nitrobenzene, 4-nitrophenol, and cyanophenol, provided
a template structure for docking screens.37 Observation of
hydrogen-bonds between donating groups from 4-nitrophenol,
2-mercaptoethanol, 2-cyanophenol, and benzisoxazole, and a
hydrogen bond between the His102 Nε2 and the Sδ of
Met106, supported a conformation of the histidine where its
hydrogen-bond accepting Nδ1 nitrogen pointed into the pocket
(Figure 1), available for ligand interaction; this conformation
was preserved for the 11 new ligand−protein complex
structures subsequently determined here (Figure 2). The
complex between the cavity and 2-mercaptoethanol (PDB ID
4E97), determined to 1.30 Å resolution, was used in the
docking screens.
We screened a 650000 fragment subset of the ZINC

database38 against this cavity (see Experimental Methods).
Molecules were selected for testing based on four criteria: (1)
ranking among the top 100 in the docking-prioritized list, (2)
similarity to ligands from the apolar L99A or the slightly polar
L99A/M102Q, (3) low topological similarity to such ligands
but favorable ranks in the docking screen, or (4) low ranks in
the screen but high topological similarities to ligands we
ultimately discovered and tested for L99A/M102H† from the
first three sets (these last might be docking false negatives)
(Supporting Information Figure 1). Binding was measured by
thermal denaturation (Tm) upshift, X-ray crystallography, and,
for characteristic ligands, by isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC, Table 1). For 11 of the new ligands, X-ray crystal
structures were determined in complex with the L99A/
M102H† cavity, with resolutions ranging from 1.40 to 1.73 Å
(Figure 2, Supporting Information Table 1).
Of the 26 high ranking docked molecules that were tested, 21

were observed to bind either by melting temperature (Tm)
upshift (at either pH values 3.01, 5.4, or 6.8 (values typically
used in T4 lysozyme),30,31 and for ligand binding often
determined by ligand pKa or by sensitivity requirments) or by
X-ray crystallography. For five molecules, binding was not
observed by either Tm upshift or by crystallography even at
millimolar concentrations; we consider the latter to be docking
decoys. Correspondingly, nine molecules with ranks worse than
32800 (5%), positive (unfavorable) docking energy scores, but
high topological similarity to what were by now confirmed
L99A/M102H† ligands were also tested. Six of these were not
observed to bind, consistent with their low docking ranks, but
three had measurable affinity; we consider these to be docking
false negatives. Affinities measured by ITC tracked the
magnitude of Tm upshift and the change in the folding stability
of the protein (ΔΔG) on ligand binding (Supporting
Information Figure 2), determined using the Schellman
equation (ΔTm × ΔSm, Experimental Methods).39 Though

ΔΔGmelt can only be used as a proxy for ligand affinity, the
observation that it tracks the calorimetric affinity suggests that it
is a good guide, at least in this system. Calorimetric binding
constants ranged from Kd values of 3 μM for 4-nitrophenol to
103 μM for phenol to 905 μM for toluene. 4-Nitrophenol is the
tightest binding ligand yet discovered for any of the lysozyme
family of cavities, with a ligand efficiency of 0.76 kcal/mol/
heavy-atom. This molecule binds over 40-fold more tightly to
L99A/M102H† than it does to L99A/M102Q, consistent with
the increased polarity of the histidine cavity. Conversely,
benzene and toluene bind between 4-fold and 9-fold worse than
they do in L99A/M102Q (Table 2), a point to which we will
return.
In this study, we consider molecules to be ligands that

normally would not be considered so; some, like 2-
mercaptoethanol, bind so weakly that they could not be
observed except by crystallography, where they were present at
tens of millimolar concentration. Meanwhile, ligands like
cyanophenol appeared to bind in the low mM range and
could only be detected by Tm upshift at the pH value where the
temperature−stability curve for the protein is most sensitive to
ligand binding. That said, much of the low binding of these
molecules may be attributed to their small size, typically below
even that explored in most fragment libraries, where molecules
below 150 Da are rare. By ligand efficiency, many of the even
weakest molecules still have values close to 0.4 kcal/mol/heavy-
atom, and for many crystal structures of the bound complexes
were determined, so there is little doubt as to their status as
ligands. And from the perspective of illuminating docking
problems (a main driver of this study, after all) many of the

Table 1. Binding Affinity by Isothermal Titration
Calorimetry (ITC) to L99A/M102H†a

aAll values reflect the average of duplicate measurements from two
separate ligand solutions. Nitrobenzene and 2-amino-5-chloro thiazole
appear to have binding affinities of ≥1 mM by ITC measurement.
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weak ligands seemed interesting to us. Thus, molecules like
phenyl vinyl sulfide ranked at the top of the list but had very
modest affinities, while molecules like 2-mercaptoethanol
bound so weakly as to be only detectable by crystallography
are considered docking false negatives.
By some criteria, the 81% (21 of 26) docking true positive

and 33% (3 of 9) false negative rates were comforting, as was
the overall enrichment curve (Figure 3). As was true in our
earlier cavity docking studies,30,40,41 this hit-rate is far higher
than what we have observed for soluble proteins recognizing

larger ligands, consistent with the hypothesis that there is a far
higher chance of finding ligands at this molecular weight than
among larger molecules in screening libraries.42 On closer
inspection, illuminating problems emerge. Taking the apparent
change of stability on ligand binding as a proxy for affinity,
there was no correlation between docking rank and this affinity-
proxy even among the true positive ligands (Supporting
Information Figure 3) (we use the Schellman equation39 of
ΔTm × ΔS, comparing the ligand-bound to the free protein,
Table 3). Thus, 4-nitrophenol, which appeared to stabilize the
protein more than any other ligand (1.4 kcal/mol by Tm
perturbation), did not even rank among the top 0.95% of the
molecules screened although it has the best affinity of any
ligand from all the lysozyme cavities43 (Table 2). Conversely,
phenyl vinyl sulfide had the highest rank of all molecules tested,
10th out of over 656040, but it only induced a modest ΔTm
(ΔGmelt = 0.25 kcal/mol), and 5-nitrothiophene-2-carbon-
onitrile, the next highest ranked molecule tested at 19th overall,
was not observed to bind at all (ΔTm < 0.4 °C). Phenol, with a
rank of 2430 and a docking score of −14.6 kcal/mol, bound
well (103 μM), but 2-cyanophenol, which scored only 0.4 kcal/
mol worse, was barely detectable. On the other hand, 4-bromo-
2-cyanophenol was scored poorly by DOCK (0.96 kcal/mol,
rank 33,837) but had a substantial 2.2 °C ΔTm (ΔGmelt = 0.6
kcal/mol).
We looked for patterns in the components of the overall

docking energy score that might explain the poor rank ordering,
the high ranks of the false positives, and the low ranks of the
false negatives. The latter were the least informative, as these
were larger molecules that simply could not be accommodated
by the conformation of the cavity that we used in docking, as is
represented by their poor van der Waals scores (Supporting
Information Table 2). Likely the L99A/M102H† cavity
expands on binding to these molecules, as seen with earlier
cavities.32 Whereas conformational flexibility is certainly a key
problem in docking, it is more of a sampling than a scoring
problem and will not be further considered here. On the other
hand, there was a clear pattern in the scores of the weak or
nonbinding, high-ranking molecules: most lacked hydrogen-
bond donating groups (Table 3, Supporting Information Figure
1). The docking scores of these molecules were characterized
by favorable van der Waals and desolvation terms. By the same
token, molecules that did hydrogen-bond to the cavity histidine
in the docked poses, and had high apparent affinities, such as
many of the hydroxyl-bearing ligands, were often ranked lower
in the hit list. For these molecules, the electrostatic component
of their docked energy was outweighed by their desolvation
energies and, to a lesser extent, their diminished van der Waals
interaction energy, itself likely reflecting trade-offs inflicted by
the close approach to the histidine.
To investigate these problems at atomic resolution, the X-ray

crystal structure of 11 newly discovered ligands with L99A/
M102H† were determined, adding to the five previously
reported,37 at resolutions better than 1.74 Å (Table 3,
Supporting Information Table 1). Both refined (2Fo − Fc)
and initial difference density features for the ligands were clear
(Figure 2), allowing us to model the ligand geometries
unambiguously. Overall, the docked poses corresponded well
to the crystallographic results (Figure 4), with a mean RMSD of
1.20 Å over the 16 structures and a median RMSD of only 0.76
Å (Table 3) (the higher average owes to poor values of 3.14 Å
for 2-mercaptoethanol (Figure 4D), 3.47 and 2.64 Å for the
ring-flips in benzisoxazole (Figure 4E) and 2-bromo-5-

Table 2. Comparison of Disassociation Constants for the T4
Lysozyme Cavities (All from ITC)a

aN/D indicates undetermined. L99A measurements performed as
reverse titrations, 29 °C, pH 5.5.31 L99A/M102Q measurements
performed at 10 °C, pH 6.8,30 except for the 4-nitrophenol
measurement, which was performed identically to the L99A/
M102H† measurements but at 10 °C. L99A/M102E† measurements
performed at 4 °C, pH 4.7.55 L99A/M102H† measurements from this
work, 25 °C, pH 5.0.

Figure 3. ROC plots for docking-predicted ligands in L99A/M102H†
(red curve, logAUC = 70.14). All logAUC values are adjusted so that
the random-selection curve (black) has a logAUC = 0, and a perfect
enrichement curve (green) corresponds to a logAUC = 85.5.12
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Table 3. The 37 Molecules Tested for Binding to L99A/M102H†a

aMolecules were identified as ligands if they showed a thermal unfolding upshift ΔTm of ≥0.4 °C in the presence of 1 mM ligand, unless otherwise
noted, at pH 5.4, pH 6.8, or pH 3.05, or a co-crystal structure was successfully obtained (at pH 4.5). Those molecules which a crystal complex
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hydroxybenzaldehyde (Figure 4P), respectively. Notwithstand-
ing this good overall structural correspondence, problems were
often observed with the His102 hydrogen bond to the ligand.
For molecules like phenol, 2-mercaptoethanol, 4-hydroxyphe-
nol, pyrazolo-ethanol, and 3-trifluoromethyl-5-methyl pyrazole
(Figure 4C,D, G,J, and 4N,O), the discrepancies could be
attributed mainly to imperfect donor−histidine interactions. In
the crystal structures, the ligands adopt a geometry where the
hydrogen-donating group is well positioned to hydrogen-bond
with the histidine, while in the docking pose this geometry is
offset, with the proton typically positioned out-of-line with the
histidine acceptor (in DOCK3.6, there is no special term for
hydrogen bonds, only overall electrostatic interaction energy).
For the phenolic hydroxyls, this was compounded by the
adoption of a conformation that placed the hydroxyl hydrogen
out-of-plane of the aryl ring. This is likely a high-energy
conformation relative to the in-plane geometry, the latter of
which is consistent with the crystallographic poses.
We considered three strategies to overcome this apparent

bias toward apolar molecules and imperfect hydrogen-bonding:
increasing the local dipole on the cavity His102, down-

weighting the contribution of the calculated van der Waals
interaction to the overall energy score by 1/2, and increasing the
sampling of phenolic hydrogens. The first strategy was
accomplished by increasing the magnitude of the charge on
histidine Nδ1 atom (pointing into the cavity), from −0.527 to
−0.927 to −1.327 electrons, balancing that with an increased
charge on the Nε2H, pointing away from the cavity, from 0.32
to 0.72 to 1.12. This is a strategy that we have often used to
increase the polarity of docked ligands in prospective ligand
discovery campaigns,44 but have never tested in a controlled
manner. The second strategy was accomplished simply by
multiplying the van der Waals term by 0.5 or by increasing the
weighting of the electrostatics term by a factor of 2. The third
strategy involved rescoring the crystallographic poses of the
phenolic ligands with appropriate conformations of the
phenolic hydrogen.
The effects of both increasing the local histidine dipole, and

of reducing the weight on the van der Waals term, illustrate
how changing scoring functions in a nonphysical way to achieve
a particular goal, here, improving the rank of polar molecules
that interact with the histidine, can have unintended

Table 3. continued

structure could not be obtained by soaking are indicated by “no” in the PDB ID column, those ligands that were not screened this way are reported
as “N/D”. A more thorough treatment is included as Supporting Information Tables 2 and 3. The top 10000 molecules in the docking ranked list
are included as Supporting Information Table 4. A = tested at 2 mM. B = tested at 5 mM. C = tested at 0.5 mM. D = measured at pH = 3.05. E =
previously reported.37

Figure 4. Comparison of the crystallographic (carbons light yellow) and docking-predicted poses (carbons magenta) of the L99A/M102H† ligands
showing a cutaway of the surface of the cavity (otherwise colored as in Figure 1); His102 is shown. The figure was rendered with PyMol.70 In all
cases, the cavity is buried from bulk solvent, and only small changes in the binding site were observed among the different structures. Values for
RMSD between the docking poses and the crystallographic ligand geometries are given in Table 3. Shown are the complexes with (A) benzene, (B)
toluene, (C) phenol, (D) 2-mercaptoethanol (PDB ID 4E9737), (E) 1,2-benzisoxazole (PDB ID 4EKS37), (F) nitrobenzene (PDB ID 4EKP37), (G)
4-nitrophenol (PDB ID 4EKQ37), (H) 2-hydroxy benzonitrile (PDB ID 4EKR37), (I)) 2-allyl phenol, (J) 1-phenyl-2-propyn-1-ol, (K) 2-amino-5-
chloro thiazole, (L) 4-bromoimidazole, (M) 4-trifluoromethyl imidazole, (N) 2-(pyrazolo-1-yl) ethanol, (O) 3-trifluoromethyl-5-methyl pyrazole,
(P) 2-bromo-5-hydroxybenzaldehyde.
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consequences. Unexpectedly, scaling-down the van der Waals
term actually reduced the number of top-ranking molecules
that interacted with His102, from 39 in the standard calculation
to 32. This reflects a lower stringency against bulkier molecules,
which rise in the ranked list at the expense of those making
polar interactions (Supporting Information Table 3). On the
other hand, increasing the charge on the acceptor Nδ1 of
His102 did increase the number of ligands that hydrogen
bonded with this residue, from 39 of the top ranked 100 in the
standard docking, to 65 when the magnitude of the partial
atomic charge was increased by 0.4 electrons, to 93 when it was
increased by 0.8 electrons. However, the ligands that rose in the
list were almost exclusively amine-bearing molecules like
anilines, imidazoles, guanidines, and pyrazoles, while phe-
nolic-bearing ligands, which appear to bind more tightly, had at
best mixed results.
The unexpected decline of the phenolic ligands relative to

the amine-bearing ligands when the local charge on the His102
Nδ1 is increased may reflect a broader problem of under-
sampling, or even a mis-sampling, of the phenolic hydroxyl
position in our ligand conformations. Unlike anilinic, pyrazolic,
and imidazolic protons, the phenolic proton is rotatable and
must be sampled in docking. In most of the ligands discovered
here, the proton was sampled in positions largely out of the
plane of the ring. Conversely, in the Cambridge Structural
Database, most phenols orient their protons in the plane of the
ring.45 When we insist that the docked molecules adopt this
hydrogen conformation (Experimental Methods), their scores
improve without cost to their desolvation energies, and their
docked geometries improve. For instance, when we sample the
phenolic hydrogens in the plane of the ring, the positional error
in the docked pose improved by 0.05 to 0.97 Å rms (Table 4),
illustrating the utility of this simple improvement.

■ DISCUSSION
Three principal observations emerge from the docking and
ligand testing against the L99A/M102H† cavity. First, the
molecules that ranked highly by docking, relative to a 650000
compound library, broadly tracked the increased polarity of the
site. The observations that six of nine ligands chosen based on
topological similarity alone often did not bind, and the
observations of substantial changes in ligand affinities between
this site and earlier apolar (L99A) and slightly polar (L99A/
M102Q) cavities, suggests that the docking is capturing
important aspects of ligand recognition. Second, and
notwithstanding this high hit-rate, the inability to even
monotonically rank order the hits, and the false positives that
were observed, reflect difficulties in balancing electrostatic and
nonpolar terms in docking. In screens against a large, diverse
compound database, even in a model cavity, superficial changes
to address these deficiencies can result in unexpected new
problems. Third, the L99A/M102H† cavity contributes to what
is now a spectrum of simple cavity sites characterized by small
perturbations and dominated by one or two terms. These sites
provide good templates for testing methods in docking, and
other molecular recognition methods, and are available to the
community toward that end.
By many of the criteria typically used to evaluate docking, the

screen against the polar cavity was unusually successful. The
81% hit rate and ability to discriminate against topologically
similar decoys supports the ability of the docking to capture
gross features of the molecular recognition in this site, as does
the mixture of different chemotypes46 found. The docking hits

against L99A/M102H† tracked the changed polarity of the site
relative to the more apolar L99A or L99A/M102Q cavities.
Thus, there were fewer polar, hydrogen-bond donating
molecules among the top 100 L99A docking hits than among
the top L99A/M102H† hits (and those that were there
typically interacted with the native Met102 Sδ sulfur). Many of
the high-ranking polar molecules that were found to bind to
L99A/M102H† ranked less well against the L99A cavity, while
many of the apolar active ligands ranked better when docked
against L99A (Table 2, Supporting Information Figure 4). For
instance, benzene, toluene, and nitrobenzene are all ranked
better in the L99A cavity screen than in the L99A/M102H†
screen, while the polar 2-allyl phenol, 2-ethynylaniline, and 2-
(pyrazolo-1-yl) ethanol all rank better in the newly polarized
cavity (Supporting Information Table 3) This correspondence
is further supported by the high fidelity of the docking poses to
the subsequently determined X-ray crystallographic results,
which superposed with an average RMSD of 1.2 Å to the initial
docking poses (Figure 4, Table 3). Whereas we do not wish to
overemphasize docking performance in these sites, as our goal
here is more to interrogate docking weaknesses than to parade
its strengths, it is perhaps worth mentioning that ligand
discovery rose above what might be easily captured by physical
features alone. For instance, categorizing the 37 molecules
tested here according to whether they have fewer than 10 non-
hydrogen atoms, at least one polar atom, an aromatic ring, and
are neutral, leads to substantially worse performance in a truth
table than the docking performance, as does simply categorizing
ligands by polar surface area (e.g., docking had 21 true and five
false positives, whereas polar surface area had 16 true and four

Table 4. The Effect of Enforcing In-Plane Hydrogens on the
Phenolic Ligandsa

aBy forcing the phenolic hydrogen to adopt a physically realistic pose,
the DOCK predicted pose becomes a better match to the
crystallographically determined structure.
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false positives, with docking also performing better by the true
and false negative criteria) (Supporting Information Figure 5).
We cannot exclude the possibility that a more optimized QSAR
might be devised to better categorize the ligands reported here,
at least retrospectively.
From a molecular recognition standpoint, we were struck by

the differential effects on polar and apolar ligand binding of the
Gln102→His substitution in the binding site (Figure 1),
especially for phenols and their apolar isosteres. The His
substitution increased the affinities of phenol and 4-nitrophenol
by 0.2 and 2.6 kcal/mol, respectively, relative to their affinities
in the L99A/M102Q cavity, while toluene bound 0.8 kcal/mol
better in the L99A/M102Q cavity (Table 2). Presumably, this
reflects the greater polarity of the histadine cavity relative to the
glutamine. Formal double perturbation analysis47,48 confirms
this inference: using phenol and toluene, 4-nitrophenol and
toluene, or 4-nitrophenol and phenol as the ligand pairs, and
histadine and glutamine as the amino acid pairs, the interaction
between phenol and His102 is 0.6 kcal/mol stronger than that
between the Gln102, while that between 4-nitrophenol and
His102 is 2.4 kcal/mol greater than the same interaction with
Gln102 (e.g., for the strength of the phenol His102 interaction,
one may subtract the ΔΔG of toluene binding to L99A/
M102H versus toluene binding to L99A/M102Q from the
ΔΔG of phenol binding to the same cavities, Table 2). This
reflects the greater polarity conferred by the histidine,
consistent with its destabilization of the protein26,37 and the
polarization of the phenolic group by the para-nitro. Still, the
strength of these effects was unexpected: Gln102→His only
substitutes one hydrogen bond acceptor with another, and yet
the differential effects on the ligand hydrogen bond were in the
range of, or in the case of 4-nitrophenol substantially stronger
than, an entire neutral hydrogen bond. This speaks to the
strength of interactions in fully buried cavities and the ability to
isolate these terms in such sites.49 Whereas this study was
focused on tracking polarity changes in docking screens, and
was not directed toward formal interaction energy analysis,
undertaking double-perturbation studies in these cavities may
merit further study.
If the virtual screen captured the elementary aspects of

molecular recognition in this polarized cavity, it also illuminated
liabilities not seen in the earlier cavities. The inability of
docking to even rank-order compounds is well-known and has
been attributed to several origins, including inadequate
treatment of ligand conformational energies,13,50,51 receptor
and ligand desolvation,12 protein and ligand flexibility,52 and
treatment of ordered waters.53 In the L99A/M102H† cavity,
most of these terms may be discounted: the ligands possess
little flexibility, all desolvate the protein site and are desolvated
by it to about the same extent, and over a dozen crystal
structures reveal that when the cavity does change con-
formation, it is modest. What remains is an imbalance between
the van der Waals and electrostatic energy, with the former
apparently dominating the latter; relatively weak apolar ligands,
like phenyl vinyl sulfide, rank well, whereas tight-binding polar
ligands, like 4-nitrophenol, rank relatively poorly (Table 3). If it
is easy to appreciate this imbalance, superficial solutions
seemed inadequate to address it. Thus, down-weighting the
van der Waals term in the scoring function, which is widely
practiced,54 had the unintended consequence of actually
reducing the number of high-ranking polar molecules in favor
of more apolar molecules that could now be accommodated by
a more permissive steric function. Correspondingly, increasing

the weighting of the electrostatic term, or increasing the
magnitudes of the partial atomic charges on His102, which
served to favor local polar interactions, did increase the number
of polar high-scoring molecules in the docking hit list, but this
change favored the more rigid amine-based hydrogen-bond
donors, like anilines, thiazoles, and pyrazoles, over hydroxyl-
based donors; it is the latter of these that in reality bound better
to the site. It is only when we addressed deficiencies in the
sampling of the hydroxyl hydrogen conformational generation
that this issue was partly addressed. When confronted by
entangled physical terms, such as the role of electrostatics and
van der Waals repulsion in polar interactions, it is tempting to
adopt apparently straightforward “fixes”. It is perhaps a lesson
of this study that, as sensible as these might seem, when
confronted with a vast library of diverse chemicals, such as
those in large-scale docking screens, these fixes often fall victim
to chemotypes that exploit newly introduced liabilities in the
scoring functions. Such unintended consequences are rarely
apparent in wholly retrospective studies, which often fail to
confront the full diversity of a large library screen. The model
systems thus may teach that, to advance the field, both
pragmatically and generally, we may have to confront the hard
task of building more physically sophisticated models.
If the need to develop well-grounded physical methods may

seem daunting, the field is well-positioned to test new
algorithms in well-controlled systems. As in protein stability
and folding, where simple model systems had so salutary effect
on the field, docking as a field may be able to exploit the simple
model cavity sites that we and others have introduced.28,55

Taken together, the L99A, L99A/M102Q, L99A/M102E†, and
the L99A/M102H† cavities in lysozyme, and the W191G cavity
in cytochrome C peroxidase, provide a scale of binding sites
dominated, on one extreme, by nonpolar complementarity and
hydrobophicity, to slight polarity with the introduction of three
different hydrogen bond acceptors (the carbonyls of glutamine
and glutamate and the Nδ1 nitrogen of histidine56), to a fully
charged site in W191G at the other extreme (Figure 1). This
polarity spectrum is reflected in the ligands that bind to each
site, and the affinity with which they do so (Table 2). Apolar
ligands bind less well to L99A/M102H† than they do to L99A,
L99A/M102Q, and L99A/M102E†, while the more polar
ligand, 4-nitrophenol, binds to L99A/M102H† with the
greatest measured affinity for a ligand to any of the model
cavities (3 μM). Even in these simple sites, there are, however,
subtleties that reflect problems encountered in more
complicated sites, as is appropriate for a model system.57,58

For instance, the affinities of benzene and toluene are
essentially unaffected between L99A and L99A/M102Q,
while the affinity of phenol is unchanged between L99A/
M102Q and L99A/M102H†. Conversely, against L99A/
M102H†, 4-nitrophenol is 40-fold more potent that for
L99A/M102Q (Table 2), while the affinities of benzene and
toluene drop by 3- and 9-fold, respectively, compared to L99A,
and toluene drops by 6-fold compared to L99A/M102Q (Table
2). As simple as these cavities are, they still capture important
aspects of the scoring problem in docking, and indeed
simulation methods more broadly.32 Because they are small,
there are thousands of likely ligands, still untested, in our
libraries, enabling further prospective testing, which will be
crucial to test new methods. The constructs to express these
proteins are freely available to the community, as are small
amounts of purified protein. We are, indeed, willing to test
predictions, made by other methods and other investigators
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interested in investigating molecular recognition in well-
controlled systems.59,60

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Protein Expression. Unless otherwise noted, all compounds in

this study were obtained from standard commercial sources. The gene
containing T4 phage lysozyme L99A/M102H† in pET-28 (EMD
Biosciences, Darmstadt) was transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) cells
and grown in Luria−Bertani media containing kanamycin to OD600
0.6−0.8 at 37 °C and then induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl β-D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside overnight at 18 °C. Cells were lysed by
microfluidizer, centrifuged at 18000g for 45 min, and then purified
on a nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid column at 4 °C, imidazole buffer, pH
6.8, in the presence of 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and then dialyzed
into 200 mM KCl, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.02% sodium azide, 50
mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.6 once and then two more times in the
same buffer without 2-mercaptoethanol or azide, and finally
concentrated to 10 mg/mL, aliquoted, and flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until needed. Protein purity was ≥95%
by SDS-PAGE. Upon thawing, the protein was centrifuged to remove
precipitate and stored at 4 °C, further centrifugation as needed on
subsequent days.
Ligand Binding. CD measurements were performed in at least

triplicate at pH 5.4 as described31 at a final ligand concentration of 1
mM unless otherwise noted (Table 3). Briefly, the CD signal was
observed at 228 nm with heating using a Jasco J-715 spectropolarim-
eter with a Jasco PTC-348WI Peltier, often using 1 mm Helma
cuvette. The resulting thermal melt was fit using the program EXAM61

to yield Tm and ΔH values. Cuvettes were soaked overnight in a 5%
Contrad solution to remove any residual protein before use. ΔCp was
set to 10.5 kJ mol−1 K−1 for pH 5.4, 8.1 kJ mol−1 K−1 at pH 6.8, and
8.0 kJ mol−1 K−1 at pH 3.05. Ligands were dissolved in DMSO and
added to the cuvette to a final concentration of 1 mM except as noted
in Table 3. A ΔTm cutoff of 0.4 °C was used to differentiate binders
from nonbinders. In all cases (including controls), a final DMSO
concentration of 0.1% was used in the assay. Thermodynamic values
from CD melts were calculated as ΔGmelt = ΔTm × ΔS, where ΔS =
ΔH/Tm.

39 ITC was performed using a MicroCal VP-ITC (GE
Healthcare) at pH 5.0 using a 33 mM succinate, 44 mM imidazole, 44
mM Tris constant ionic strength buffer at 25 °C.62 Ligands were
dissolved in the same buffer as the protein had been equilibrated in. All
solutions were degassed immediately before use. The cell concen-
tration of the protein was typically 10 μM. A initial set of injections of
ligand into buffer without protein was used to account for the heat of
dilution. Reported values are the average of two measurements.
Crystallography. Crystals were grown as previously described.37

Crystals were placed in the cryo solution containing enough of each
ligand to make a 5 mM ligand solution and soaked overnight at 4 °C.
An initial set of molecules expected to bind was used as an initial
crystallographic screening test set (Supporting Information Figure 1).
Data sets were obtained at the ALS beamline 8.3.1 and have been
deposited in the PDB (Supporting Information Table 1). Reflections
were integrated and scaled with XDS.63 Molecular replacement was
performed with PHASER.64 Models were refined initially using
simulated annealing using PHENIX65 and COOT66 and later were
refined with TLS B-factors.67 Ligand parameters were generated using
PRODRG.68 Complex structures were solved by molecular replace-
ment using the structure of L99A/M102H† in complex with 2-
mercaptoethanol.37 The models were checked with MolProbity.69

Figures were made with PyMOL.70 RMSD values were calculated
between the crystal and DOCK poses manually; when discernible
specific atoms were identified, although in cases of significant
degeneracy (e.g., benzene) distances were measured between the
nearest possibly correct atom.
Docking. Molecular docking to the structure of L99A/M102H†

(PDB ID: 4E97) was performed using DOCK 3.6 using solvent-
excluded volume (SEV) desolvation.12 The binding site His102 was
protonated on Nε2, and the most occupied conformation was used in
cases of multiple receptor conformations. We used the “model

systems” subset in the ZINC database,38 which consists of
commercially available molecules with molecular weights ≤250 Da.
At the time of this study, this amounted to 656040 molecules; all were
docked against L99A/M102H†. A set of molecules known to bind the
other lysozyme L99A cavity ligands and those previously discovered to
bind to the cavity were used as an initial set of “ligands” to calibrate the
early docking runs. The ranks and DOCK scores (including the
individual components of these scores) of the top 10000 molecules are
included as Supporting Information Table 4. Expert examination was
used to select a set of molecules from among the top 100 (0.02%)
scoring molecules (high scoring set). This involved visual inspection of
the DOCK generated pose for obvious errors, with some selection for
diversity. Another set of molecules was chosen and screened by CD
and later crystallography from the top 5000 molecules (0.8%) for
dissimilarity to any of the ligands known to bind to any of the L99A,
L99A/M102Q, or L99A/M102E† cavities (dissimilar set). Dissim-
ilarity was defined as having a Tanimoto coefficient71 of <0.30 using
the ECFP4 fingerprint72 to any of the published ligands of the other
lysozyme cavity constructs.43 Expert examination of the ligands
discovered at this point allowed the formalization of a ligand
chemotype that was explicitly implemented with Pipeline Pilot
(Accelrys, San Diego, CA) (≤10 heavy atoms, ≥1 hydrogen bond
donor, ≥1 aromatic ring, and no atoms bearing formal charges). The
DOCK list was then filtered for the molecules that fit the topological
ligand description and above, and a final group was selected by filtering
the molecules in the bottom 95% of the entire list that also fit the
topological definition of ligands (although most of these molecules
ended up being in the top 10% of the docking list). We then chose
nine that were would nevertheless fit the 1D physical criteria
(Supporting Information Figure 1); these were possible docking
false negatives set. A graphical representation of the enrichment factor
generated by the docking run considering only ligands that were
experimentally verified to be binders is given as figure. The phenolic
ligands were also rescored using the cocrystal structure after manually
placing the phenolic hydrogen in plane with the ring of the ligand.
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